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To all whom it may concern:
Be itofknown
that I,States,
JoEL W.
MILLICAN,
citizen
the United
residing
at Forta
Worth, in the county of Tarrant and State
of
Texas, have
invented
a new and
useful
Aeroplane,
of
which
the
following
is
a
speci
fication.
invention
to aeroplanes,
ofThis
its objects
beingrelates
to provide
a machineone
of
0 this character having sustaining planes
which, laterally
under normal
ex
tended
beyondconditions,
the fusilageareof the
machine,
but
which areanddesigned
gradually
to
swing
rearwardly
inwardly
in pro
5

fuselage while the machine is in flight so as

to offer the minimum resistance.

-

55

With the foregoing and other objects in
view which will appear as the description
proceeds, the invention resides in the com
bination and arrangement of parts and in 60

the details of construction hereinafter de

scribed and claimed, it being understood
that changes in the precise embodiment of
the invention herein disclosed, can be made
within the scope of what is claimed, with 65
out departing from the spirit of the inven
tion.
In the accompanying drawings the pre
portion to the increase of speed, of the ma ferred
form of the invention has been shown.
chine so that the frictional resistance caused Figure
1 is a side elevation of the ma 70
by the movement of said sustaining planes chine.
through the atmosphere is not increased dur Fig. 2 is a front elevation.
ing the increased speed but is, on the con Fig. 3 is a plan view, the position of the
trary
reduced, therefore enabling the ma
chine to attain a high speed.
- . side sustaining planes when folded against
of the fuselage being indicated by 75
A still further object is to provide sus the sideslines.
taining planes which will gradually read dotted
just ???????????????? toward their normal posi Fig. 4 is a vertical longitudinal section
25 tions as the speed of the machine is reduced. through the machine.
5 is abeing
sectionenlarged.
on line 5-5 of Fig. 4,
A still further object is to provide an saidFig.section
aeroplane having controlling vanes of novel Fig. 6 is a section on line 6-6 of Fig. 5. 80
construction so arranged as to facilitate the Fig.
74.is an enlarged section on line 7-7
steering
of
the
machine
and
assist
in
re
of
Fig.
50 storing its equilibrium.
8 is a view showing
in diagram the
A still further object is to provide a motor Fig.control.
which, together with the propeller, is de vane
1 designates the fuselage of the aeroplane, 85
signed
to
swing
about
an
upwardly
extend
ing axis, this swinging movement being un the same being made up of longitudinal spars
35 der the control of the aviator and the turn and connecting struts as ordinarily, the said
fuselage tapering rearwardly as shown.
ing
of
the
motor
¥só???:
a
coincident
ac
tuation of the vanes so that said vanes and Extending downwardly from the sides of 90
front end of the fuselage are ears 2 con
the propeller will thus coöperate to move the the
nected by a cross rod 3 on which are pivot
machine in a selected course.
40 A further object is to provide means con ally mounted hangers. The lower ends of
hangers are connected by a cross strip
stantly under the control of the aviator 5,these
the
of which project into longitudi
- whereby both of the stabilizing vanes can nal slotsends
6 formed within side strips 7 which 95
be actuated simultaneously thus to operate are pivotally
as at 8, to the sides
as a means for retarding the flight of the of the bottom connected
45 machine and to facilitate a landing.
of the fuselage back from the
end thereof. The front ends of these
Another object is to provide ailerons un frontstrips
carry an axle 9 on which are 100
der the control of a stabilizing pendulum, side
mounted
supporting
wheels 10. A drum 11
there
being
means
wherebytothisinactive
pendulum
is arranged close to one side of the fuselage
can
be
raised
and
lowered
and
50 to active position respectively as desired.
within reach of the occupant of a seat 12 and
this
drum is adapted to be rotated in any
A still further object is to provide runnin
manner as by means of crank arm 05
gear at the front end of the fusilage whic suitable
13
so
as
to wind on the drum a chain 14 or
can be raised and lowered as desired, this other flexible
element attached to the cross
running gear being lifted up close to the strip
5, . This flexible element 14 can be
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at rest upon the top of the fuselage, When
the bar 26 is swung in one direction, thus to
adjust the motor angularly as herebefore de
scribed, motion will also be transmitted from 70
said bar through one of the flexible connec
tions 33 to one of the vanes 29, so as to cause
said vane to elevate partly or entirely. At
the same time the other flexible connection
33 will be payed out, thereby leaving the vane 75
to which it is attached in a lowered or in
active position. The parts are so assembled
that when the propeller is swung to the
right the vane at the right side of the ma
chine will be elevated and thus present a re 80
sisting surface to the atmosphere so as to
facilitate the prompt turning of the ma
chine while in flight. When it is desired to
turn the machine to the left the propeller is
swung to the left and the vane 29 at the left 85
side of the machine will be elevated.
Located adjacent one side of the seat 12
is a hand lever 36 to which a chain or other
Hage and projecting forwardly therebeyond flexible
element 37 is connected, this element
is a table 19 constituting a Support for a mo 37 extending
rearwardly and having connec 90
tor 20 which can be mounted on suitable
tions
38
attached
to the respective arms 32.
bearings
and
can
be
of
any
desired
type.
A
25
Thus
by
shifting
lever
36 in one direction the
shaft 21 is extended forwardly from and is outer ends of both arms
32 can be simul
adapted to move with the motor, this shaft taneously drawn downwardly
to raise
being provided at it frontend and beyond both of the vanes at one time thus
so
that
the table, with the propeller 22. A pivot will act as a brake to reduce the speedthey
of 95
30 member 23 is extended downwardly from the machine, the efficiency of the brake be
the motor and through the table and is ing dependent upon the amount of eleva
adapted to rotate with the motor when the tion of the vanes. By partly elevating the
same is adjusted angularly. To the lower vanes they will operate as steadying means
end of this pivot member is attached a lat for holding the machine in the selected line 00
35 erally extending arm 24 connected, by a
link 25, to one end of a bar 26 which is con of flight. connected to the rear end of
nected at its center to a steering post 27. thePivotally
so as to swing about a trans
This steering post is arranged in front of the versefuselage
axis,
is
a tail plane 39 provided at its 05
seat 12, and is provided at its upper end front or upper
end with upwardly and
30 with a steering wheel 28. This wheel is downwardly extending arms 40. To these
adapted to be grasped by the aviator and the arms are secured chains or other flexible
feet of the aviator are adapted to rest on the
bar 26. Thus the shaft 27 can be rotated connecting arms 41 which are preferably
either by hand or by foot and such rotation guided within a tube 42 fixedy mounted in 10
45 will result in the transmission of movement the fuselage. From this tube said flexible con
extended to the upper and
through the link 25 and the arm 24 to the nectionsarmsarerespectively
of a hand lever 43
motor which will be adjusted angularly for lower
which
is
located
adjacent
the seat 12 where
the purpose of swinging the propeller later it can be reached conveniently
by the avi 5
ally a desired distance. Thus the machine ator. By the action of this lever
a tail
50 can be pulled in a desired direction by shift
plane
can
be
swung
about
its
transverse
axis
ing the motor and the propeller.
to guide the machine upwardly or
Mounted on the fuselage near the rear end thus
thereof are rearwardly diverging obliquely downwardly.
Extending laterally from the fuselage and 20
disposed vanes 29 having trunnions 30 ex preferably
slightly in advance of the wanes
55 tending from their outer corners when
are rigid frames 44. In each of these
mounted in bearings 31. Secured upon each 29
frames is mounted an aileron 45 adapted to
of these vanes and extending laterally there swing
about a transverse axis 46 and extend
from is an arm 32 and attached to the outer
ing
downwardly
from each aileron is an 25
ends of these arms are chains or other flexi arm 47. These arms
are connected to op
60 ble elements 33 which extend through suit
disposed bell crank levers 48
ably arranged guides 34 and are attached at positely
mounted upon the fuselage and which levers
their forward ends to the respective ends of have
upwardly extending arms pivotally
the bar 26. Springs 35 are attached to the connected
to a cross strip 49. This cross 30
inner edges of the vanes 29 and to the fuse

mounted in suitable guide shafts 16 ar
ranged where desired, and it will be obvious
that by winding said element on the drum
the ends of the cross strip 5 will be caused
to move rearwardly and upwardly in the
slots 6, thus to swing the strips 7 upwardly
close to the bottom of the fuselage and cause
a corresponding upward movement of the
wheels 10. These parts are adapted to be
O held thus supported, while the machine is
in flight so as to offer the minimum resist
8,11Ce.
Another supporting wheel 17 may be
mounted on axle 18 connected to the rear
5 portion of the fuselage. When the hangers
4 and the cross strip 5 are positioned as
shown in Fig. 4 the wheels 10 as well as the
wheel 17 will provide efficient supports for
the aeroplane so that it can be moved read
20 ily over the ground in an inclined position.
Arranged in the front portion of the fuse

65

lage and serve to hold these vanes normally strip is pivotally attached, as at 50, to a
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link 50' which is pivotally connected at 64 and attached to each of these arms is a
51 to a tongue 51 pivotally connected as spring
extends rearwardly and is
at 52 to the fuselage. Hingedly attached attached65towhich
a
bracket
66 provided therefor
to the lower end of the tongue so as to
s swing forwardly and rearwardly relative on the fuselage. The springs are of suffi
cient strength to hold the side sustaining 70
thereto is a pendulum 52', the hinge con planes
projected laterally as shown
struction being so constructed as to pre in Figs.normally
2 and 3 but when the wind resist
vent the pendulum from swinging laterally ance becomes excessive due to high speed,
independently of the tongue 51. Attached these
planes
willtheSwing
rear.of
to the lower portion of the pendulum, which wardlysideandsustaining
inwardly
against
action
carries a suitable weight 53 is a chain or their springs until they ultimately arrive at
other flexible element 54 which extends over the
indicated by dotted lines in
suitable guides and is attached to a drum Fig. positions
3.
Thus
frictional resistance will not
55 adapted to be rotated by a crank arm attain objectionable
but
will, on
56 located where it can be reached con the contrary remainproportions
practically
constant
in 80
veniently by the occupant of the seat 12. spite of the variation in speed of the ma
By winding the connection 54 on drum 55 chine so that it becomes possible with a ma
the pendulum 52 can be swung forwardly chine
and upwardly against the bottom of the speed.such as described to attain a very high
fuselage as shown particularly in Fig. 4 It is to be understood of course that the 85
where it will not interfere with the land sustaining
57, 61 and 62 can be made
ing of the machine. - After the machine of standardplanes
shapes
has left the ground the connection 54 can true of the ailerons.and the same is likewise
be unwound from its drum, thus to permit What is claimed is:
25 the pendulum to swing downwardly by
1. The combination with an aeroplane 90
gravity where it will be free to remain structure,
a propeller at the front end
vertical during the lateral tilting of the thereof andof mounted
for angular adjust
machine thereby to transmit motion through
about
an
upwardly
extending axis,
the bell crank levers 48 to the ailerons and ment
30 cause said ailerons to shift and restore and rearwardly diverging vanes mounted on the
of the aeroplane, an, operating ele 95
maintain the lateral balance of the machine. fuselage
ment,
connections
between said element and
In other words, should the machine tilt the propeller and between
element and
downwardly toward the right its movement the respective vanes forsaidsimultaneously
relative to the pendulum would result in the swinging the propeller and one of the vanes
35 elevation of the front edge of the aileron to
steer the aeroplane laterally, and supple 00
at the right side of the machine and the mental
means
for simultaneously shifting
lowering of the front edge at the left side both of the
vanes to retard the flight of the
of the machine with the result that the ma aeroplane.
chine
would
be
restored
promptly
to
its
2. The combination with an aeroplan
40 balanced position.
structure
of rearwardly diverging vanes 05
In addition to the tail plane and the mounted upon
fuselage, yielding means
ailerons used for controlling the flight of for holding thethe
vanes
flat upon the
the machine, said machine is provided at fuselage and means fornormally
shifting
either of the
its front end with a fixed intermediate
45 sustaining plane 57 which is supported vanes out of normal position into a position
to the line of flight.
0.
above the front end of the fuselage and ex oblique
3.
The
combination
with
an
aeroplane
tends laterally therebeyond for short dis structure of rearwardly diverging vanes
tances. Upper and lower arms 58 are ex mounted
on the fuselage of said structure,
tended laterally from the fuselage and un yielding means
holding the vanes nor
SO
der the rear portion of this fixed sustain mally in inactiveforpositions,
and means for 115
ing plane. The outer ends of the arms at simultaneously shifting the vanes
into planes
each side of the machine are engaged by oblique to the line of flight.
pivots 59 which extend into or are formed 4. The combination with an aeroplane
integrally
struts 60 each of which is
including a fixed sustaining plane
55 secured to with
the inner ends of upper and structure
and
upper
lower laterally extending 20
lower sustaining planes 61 and 62. These arms fixedlyand
connected
to the fuselage of
upper and lower planes are fixedly con the aeroplane and below
sustaining
nected by suitably arranged struts 63 and plane, side sustaining planesthe
pivotally
con
under normal conditions the inner ends of
60 said sustaining planes are held close to the nected to the arms and foldable rear
wardly against the sides of the fuselage, 25
sides of the fuselage while the planes are ex arms
extending inwardly from the sides of
tended laterally substantially at right angles the sustaining
planes and spring connections
from the fuselage.
between
the
arms
and the fuselage for hold
Extending from the inner end of each of
85 the upper side sustaining planes is an arm ing the side sustaining planes normally ex
tended laterally.
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5. The combination with an aeroplane
structure including ailerons, of a tongue
pivotally connected to the fuselage of the
structure and mounted to Swing laterally
relative thereto, a pendulum hingedly con
nected to the tongue and adapted to swing
forwardly relative thereto, lever and rod

connections between the ailerons and the

tongue for simultaneously shifting the ail

0.

eronsin opposite directions respectively dur
ing the swinging movement of the tongue,

and means under the control of the aviator

for Swinging the pendulum forwardly and
backwardly relative to the tongue.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 15
my own I have hereto affixed my signature
in the presence of two witnesses.
JOEL WALTER MILLCAN.
Witnesses:

J.N. F.D. SENDERTON,
STARK.

